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I am sure we all hoped, that with the change of the calendar, we would wipe away 
all of the challenges, illness, and grief that came with 2021.  Unfortunately they just 
followed into the new year and although many aspects of these burdens are out 
of our control, a new year is a great time to re-set and turn our focus towards the 
elements we can control. At times when life feels overwhelming, becoming engaged 
and focused on a goal or project can be extremely motivating. Goal setting can 
take us out of that often seemingly paralyzing feeling of stuck-ness. Find something 
that motivates you, inspires you, and/or is a way to show yourself or others more 
compassion. Let 2022 be a year of investing in a healthier you even in the midst of 
difficult times. In this edition’s homework section, we have included a guide to get 
you well on your way! The Lighthouse EAP team wishes you a healthy and happy 
new year and remember we are always here to help you meet your goals!

Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)
Once called the “winter-time blues,” 
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) 
is a real issue and often hits hardest 
in January and February each year. 
Symptoms of depression, loss of 
motivation, and fatigue have, in many 
instances, been attributed to prolonged 
exposure to cold weather, shorter 
daylight hours, and overall less sunlight. 
About 5% of the population is estimated 
to experience SAD each year.  

According the American Psychiatric 
Association: 
Common symptoms of SAD include 
fatigue, even with too much sleep, and 

weight gain associated with overeating 
and carbohydrate cravings. SAD 
symptoms can vary from mild to severe 
and can include many symptoms similar 
to major depression, such as:
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• Feeling sad or having a depressed mood
• Loss of interest or pleasure in activities once
 enjoyed
• Changes in appetite; usually eating more,
 craving carbohydrates
• Change in sleep; usually sleeping too much
• Loss of energy or increased fatigue despite
 increased sleep hours
• Increase in purposeless physical activity (e.g.,
 inability to sit still, pacing, handwringing) or
 slowed movements or speech (these actions
 must be severe enough to be observable to
 others)
• Feeling worthless or guilty
• Difficulty thinking, concentrating, or making
 decisions
• Thoughts of death or suicide 

With any type of depression, it is important to 
be aware of the symptoms and rule out any 
other potential medical causes first. Find what 
works best to manage your symptoms.  

Here are some tips for managing SAD:

• Maintain social connections
• Plan a getaway to a sunny location
• Spend more time outside in the sun and 
 allow fresh sunlight into your home and office
• Manage your overall health by eating well,
 exercising, and getting good sleep
• Identify potential treatments including: light
 therapy; physical therapy; prescription
 medcation; and cognitive behavioral therapy 
• Talk to your physician about a Vitamin D
 supplement and/or eat foods high in
 Vitamin D
• Schedule an appointment with your EAP to
 further discuss treatment options

(https://www.psychiatry.org/patients-families/depression/seasonal-affective-disorder)

A Note About Suicide
The topic of suicide is a very uncomfortable conversation for many but we can’t shy away from it. 
According to the CDC, suicide was the tenth leading cause of death overall in the United States in 
2019, claiming the lives of over 47,500 people. Although the rate went down slightly in 2020, there 
was an increase among minority populations and young adults. In reality these numbers are likely 
much higher, as suicide is often underreported for numerous reasons. 

Lighthouse EAP cares about you and wants you to know if you or anyone you know is thinking 
about suicide, help is available: 

24-hour support is also available through:
♦  Zepf Center's Crisis Care Helpline at (419) 904-CARE (2273)

♦ The Trevor Project provides 24/7 crisis support services to LGBTQ young people. Text, chat,
 or call anytime to reach a trained counselor.  https://www.thetrevorproject.org/

♦  Lighthouse EAP provides 24/7 hour support to Lighthouse EAP members by calling
 419-475-5338 and following the prompt to be connected to a clinician.  
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Homework: New Year’s Resolution Success Plan

Getting started towards a goal is half the battle, but whatever you do, Get Started! Once we have 
an inspirational idea, we often start out pretty excited about it. We find enjoyment imagining 
what it will be like working on that goal and how things will be different once we meet that goal.  
Unfortunately motivation fades quickly without daily doses of it. You are much more likely to 
achieve your goal when it is well thought out and written down versus simply just having the plan 
mapped out in your mind.

Start by asking yourself, “what is one thing I have been putting off for a long time?” (Examples 
might include: quitting smoking; cleaning out the basement; eating vegetarian 5 days a week; 
starting an Etsy business; learning yoga; volunteering once a week; planning a vacation; or, 
challenging yourself to a “couch to 5k”.)

My Goal: __________________________________________________________________________

Whatever the goal, remember good starts make good finishes. It is not enough to just have 
the well-intended thought in your mind. Make sure you create a list of all of the resources you 
will need to get the job done.

What I Will Need to Get Started: ____________________________________________________

Next, create a timeline of small steps and be sure to include target dates. Any big goal is 
much easier to digest when you can see it as a series of smaller steps. Make sure you start with 
small attainable goals.  

(Example: If your overall target goal is to spend more time with your family during the work 
week, you might decide a first step in reaching this goal is to stay off your phone from
6 pm – 8 pm each week night for 1 week before advancing to the next step.)

Steps to Reaching my Goal (be sure and include a target completion date for each goal):
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

For an extra added dose of motivation, you might want to give yourself a small reward each 
time you meet one of your steps or maintain your overall goal for so many days. Rewards are a 
form of encouragement to keep at it and a way to tell ourselves that we are proud of the work 
we have done.  

(Example: If your overall goal is to save $200 per month by eating out less, and you achieved 
a step of packing your lunch every day this week, thereby saving $30, your reward might be 
treating yourself to a fancy iced coffee at the end of the week.)

My Reward (optional): ______________________________________________________________

Lastly, know your potential pitfalls. What kinds of things, thoughts, events, etc. might derail 
your progress and/or keep you from getting started? 

(Examples might include: not prioritizing your goal and accepting other commitments instead; 
your thoughts starting to tell you why the goal isn’t that important: hanging out with friends 
too much who don’t support your goal; peer pressure; or, not structuring your time during the 
day efficiently.) 
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Don’t wait until you’ve
reached your goal to be

proud of yourself.
Be proud of

every step you take
toward reaching that goal.

If the plan doesn’t If the plan doesn’t 
work,work,

change the plan,change the plan,
not the goal.not the goal.

ourmindfullife.com

Homework: New Year’s Resolution Success Plan (continued)

Taking the time to anticipate your pitfalls and putting a plan of attack together will help you 
be more successful. The mind often is seeking a path of least resistance so it will try and talk 
you out of action steps that require more energy or novelty. Be prepared for that and know 
how to fight back.

Potential Pitfall(s) and My Plan of Attack: ____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________   

Other Tips for Success:
•  Remember developing new habits can take weeks or even
 months to develop. If you fall off your routine, all is not
 lost. The quicker you get back to the plan however, the
 better in order to form a solid habit.  

•  Try and stick to routine as much as possible. For example,
 if your goal is to make more meals and eat healthier, you
 might want to plan, buy, and prepare these meals the
 same way each week. You might, for instance, plan your
 week’s meals on Saturday mornings, then go to the
 grocery store, and meal prep on Sunday evenings.  

•  It can be helpful to journal each day how you are feeling
 emotionally and physically to help you identify patterns
 leading to positive change. This journal can be a good
 reminder too of the benefits of your goal, if you get off
 track. For example, if your goal is to get more sleep by
 going to bed 1 hour earlier each night, a daily entry might
 look like: 

 1/5/2022 Today I noticed I had more energy. I wasn’t so
 groggy at work and I came home and did 2 loads of
 laundry. I felt good about myself for getting more done
 today. I went to bed at intended time last night.  

•  Write down your goal, an affirmation, or an inspirational
 quote somewhere visible when you first wake up, to help
 motivate you. For instance, you might write “I will obtain
 my Bachelor’s degree by 2025” on a sticky note you put
 on your bathroom mirror or refrigerator.

Best of luck for a successful 2022! 
If your organization would like more information

about Lighthouse EAP, contact
Marcia Kane: 419.214.1169 or mkane@harbor.org 


